
“Accepting the Challenge of Excellence”



With the increasing popularity of concrete flooring over the years, Advanced Polishing Systems has made it its mission to develop a

concrete floor program to efficiently

improve the way concrete and other natural stones are service and maintain.

Polished floors are one of the toughest and most aesthetically pleasing type of floors available in the market today. It is a common 

misconception that polished floors 

require zero or minimal care because it is the exact opposite.

Concrete maintenance should be done frequently and most importantly, it should be done correctly.

Advanced Polishing Systems offers a variety of programs depending on your flooring needs. We employ knowledgeable, 

experienced technicians and

utilize top of the line products to ensure your floors to look fantastic! From polishing, grinding, staining and even reviving damaged 

concrete floors, let Advanced Polishing Systems help you build the right maintenance and service program for your facility.

Regards,

Advanced Polishing Systems

Vzamora@advancedpolishingsystems.com

Advanced Polishing Systems 1350 E Flamingo Rd B13-173 Las Vegas NV 89119  702.985.1119 833.201.2828    advancedpolishingsystems.com  
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Concrete Programs 

FULL GRIND REVIVE MAINTENANCE 



FULL GRIND 

Grinding Concrete is one of the best 

investments in any property, not to mention the 

savings.  

We recommend grinding when you need to 

remove all imperfections and inconsistencies in 

the concrete, resulting in a smooth and usable 

surface.  

APS can also help you with removal of tile 

carpet and or any other flooring.



REVIVE

REVIVE PROGRAM in a unique program, after 

year of doing concrete advanced polishing 

systems came out with these cost-effective way 

to revive your concrete with out going full 

grinding.  Our sister company developed the 

perfect chemistry for our program.  

If you have concrete you need to take a 

second look at these program, let us explain 

the cost and benefits.

Old and damaged concrete surfaces can be 

restored to their former glory and used for years and 

years to come



MAINTENANCE 

MAINTENANCE PROGRAM is what we 

recommend after the revive program and/or 

full grind.  Advanced Polishing Systems can help 

you draft and execute the right program at a 

very cost-effective price.  

We have all the right chemicals, personnel, 

insurance, equipment and credentials to help 

you with your maintenance needs.  

Our maintenance program includes removing 

of concrete staining due to spill of vinegar, wine 

or any other liquid that may etch the concrete.

“We can help Coast to Coast”



CONCRETE PRODUCTS  

DIAMOND PADS RESIN TOOLING STAIN REMOVAL KITS 



CONCRETE PRODUCTS  

C1

CONCRETE FLOOR 

STRIPER 

C2

CONCRETE CLEANER 

DENSIFIER 

C3

CONCRETE GUARD 

PROTECTOR 

STP
Advanced
Wax & Sealer 
Remover 


